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Just My Opinion

Roger R. West

Donald J. Trump is still my President!
Also, Joe Biden is not President-Elect!
The news media does not decide the
election results and as long as there
are legal battles occurring, no one can
claim victory, unless President Trump
concedes, and he has not done that and
probably won’t. I for one hope he does
not. This election fits in perfectly with
the year 2020. This has been the most
bizarre year I have ever witnessed. The
entire world has been topsy-turvy and
it doesn’t seem like things are going
to get better anytime soon. Someone
suggested that the term “2020” should
be the new cuss word, and I agree. You
can now say phrases like, “What the
2020 are you thinking?” or “Where the
2020 are you going?” I say, “What the
2020 is going on?”
The main stream media, and that
includes FOX News, have lost every
bit of their credibility, if they had
any to begin with. They refuse to
report on all the election fraud that
has occurred across this country. They
claim the fraud is baseless and has
no creditable proof. There are even
claims from the federal government’s
election department that this was the
most secure election ever. Who are
they trying to fool? There are hundreds
upon hundreds of sworn affidavits
from several of the contested states

from people that have witnessed the
fraud. There is proof that the Dominion
voting machines that were used in the
same contested states are completely
vulnerable to fraud. There is proof that
Dominion transfers the tabulations to a
server in Germany and then the returns
are computed back to the state election
stations. Hey, but there is nothing to see
here folks. This entire election process
has been a debacle. Another major
red flag was on election night when
Trump was leading Biden by more
than 800,000 votes in Pennsylvania and
Pennsylvania decided to stop counting
votes. When they resumed counting on
Wednesday, all of a sudden Biden was
leading. It makes no common sense.
I shouldn’t be surprised; the deep
state corrupt liberal socialist democRats
have been planning this for four years.
Treason is the only way to describe the
actions of these democrat controlled
states, the DNC and lame stream media.
I will be like the democrats have been
for the last four years if Biden steals
this election. He is not my president,
he’s not the president of the majority of
the states in America, and last but not
least, I will NOT submit to Socialism!
This is my country, my Republic and
you will not Tread On Me!
As always…That’s just my opinion!

